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1. Introduction
This report provides an assessment of how culture and
creativity can bring real economic and social benefits to the
Derbyshire town of Glossop.
It describes how Glossop can be a hub for cultural activity and the creative
industries in the ‘Dark Peak’ - the wonderfully evocative name for the
moorland landscape, including Kinder Scout, which surrounds the town.
Glossop thrived during the Industrial Revolution as a mill town. This has
endowed the town with its distinctive industrial architecture and some
impressive civic architecture, including the train station and the Halls1. But
like many industrial towns, Glossop has struggled to re-purpose and find a
new, progressive role in a ‘third industrial age’ where digital technology,
creativity and knowledge-intensive activities are key to productivity,
innovation and growth.

in capacity and support, and rarely given the level of attention required if it
is to deliver value – whether this be viewed in economic, social or simply
for culture’s sake:
“The Cultural and Creative industries are now recognised as one of the
mainsprings of the British economy and their future sustainability and
growth need to become a priority for the nation. We must begin to care
about, understand and invest in our cultural and creative assets in the
same way that we value and plan for health, education and welfare. Too
often we have let our historical advantage in key industries be eroded by
our international competitors. To sustain our success we need to invest in
and support our world-class Cultural and Creative industries and the
cultural and creative traditions that feed them and make them special”.
(The Warwick Commission 2015: Enriching Britain: Culture, Creativity and
Growth).

Glossop though is blessed with some siginficant assets which, with the
right combination of passion, commitment, astute planning and positioning,
could help the town to thrive again. Glossop can become a leading small
town for cultural activity and creative business. It can utilise connectivity to
Manchester, its good quality of life, industrial and civic heritage, and
growing creative talent base, to give renewed vigour and vibrancy where
other small towns are struggling to find a purpose.
Tom Fleming Creative Consultancy2 was commissioned by High Peak
Borough Council in Autumn 2016 to produce this assessment report. To do
this, the team have analysed existing data, interviewed over thirty
individuals and businesses, examined relevant comparators and conducted
an online survey.
Why Culture and Creative industries?
The cultural sector, which is a core constituent of the creative industries, is
recognised as a vital contributor to the quality of place – whether this be in
terms of where we live, work or visit. But the sector is fragile, often lacking
1
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Creative industries in the UK employ more people than the energy sector
with a higher GVA than Life Sciences . They are recognised as a vital
driver of the economy, while their contribution to communities, place and
wellbeing are equally valuable if not comprehensively valued. Yet for a
complex set of reasons, the sector lacks the visibility, voice and level of coordination enjoyed by other parts of the economy. While there is growing
consensus that the Creative industries play a vital role in ensuring the UK
has a balanced, productive, innovative and distinctive economy; there is
less consensus on the kind of tools, mechanisms and platforms which will
enable the sector to flourish and to add value wherever possible. Put
simply, this hinges on three critical development questions for the Creative
industries – at a national level and for cities and even smaller towns such
as Glossop:
What kind of values and impacts do the Creative industries
generate? From enabling talented individuals to develop productive and
sustainable careers in creative disciplines to generating the distinctive
content and ideas that endow Glossop with a reinvigorated cultural identity.
Played right, the Creative industries can deliver a blend of direct and
indirect social, cultural and economic values which together can have a
transformational impact. We see this from the spikes of economic growth
generated by the computer games companies in cities such as Manchester
or Bristol; and we see it in the ways micro creative businesses in rural
Scotland, Provence or Tuscany are maintaining cultural traditions while
continually innovating to embed creative practice in the heart of community
and place.
What kind of economy do we want for Glossop? Across the
world, the Creative industries is a micro and small business sector. This is
more so the case in the smaller towns such as Glossop. These businesses
operate on an increasingly flexible, project-driven and portfolio-styled basis;
embedded in local networks while, powered by digital technology,
increasingly reaching internationally for access to knowledge, talent and
markets. These businesses also operate in a mixed economy and ecology
with strong links to the more subsidised arts and cultural sector and a
growing relationship with the education sector; both of which provide
access to infrastructure, knowledge, skills, talent, content and ideas. Micro
and small creative businesses can, if they transition from a daily struggle
for survival to a more productive and sustainable footing, play a major role
in delivering a balanced and resilient economy for Glossop and the High
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Peak area. More significantly, if we enable micro and small businesses to
produce excellent products and services founded on innovation,
authenticity and provenance, we can deliver growth of a quality and
durability previously unobtainable.
What kind of support will enable Glossop’s existing and
incoming Creative industries to flourish and deliver value? Over the
last decade dedicated programmes and instruments have been in place in
nearby Manchester and Sheffield to support the Creative industries. These
range from business and network support to creative hubs; new cultural
infrastructure to knowledge exchange programmes with the universities.
There is much to plug into for Glossop but also much to be gained by
developing a complementary offer which provides greater intimacy, a
higher quality at lower cost, and an open and generous nurturing
environment for creatives who wish to balance business with lifestyle.

The three objectives for this Assessment
1. What are the current strengths and future potential of
existing cultural and creative industries in Glossop and its
surrounding area? Including a snapshot of the current
evidence base, current gaps and barriers to success,
audiences and demand for culture locally, relationships to
Manchester and Sheffield and the potential to attract
businesses and individuals to locate in the area.
2. What can we learn from comparable towns? How should
Glossop compliment or compete with neighbouring areas
including Greater Manchester? What would growth look like
and what needs to be in-place to support it?
3. What role could the key heritage buildings play in
promoting the growth of cultural and creative
businesses? What are the infrastructure needs of the sector?
Could these buildings (and potentially other infrastructural
developments) be repurposed to suit the culture and creative
sector and how the current proposals might fit?
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1.1 Definition of the Creative industries – toward
a Creative and cultural ecosystem
For this strategy we have adopted the DCMS definition of creative
industries, which remains the standard definition:
‘Creative industries are those industries which have their origin in individual
creativity, skill and talent and which have a potential for wealth and job
creation through the generation and exploitation of intellectual property. ‘
(DCMS 2001)
They include 9 industry sectors:










Advertising and marketing
Architecture
Crafts
Design: Product, Graphic and Fashion Design
Film, TV, video, radio and photography
IT, software and computer services
Publishing
Museums, Galleries and Libraries
Music, performing and visual arts

Through the impact of digital technology and increasingly collaborative
approaches across the value chain, these sectors are increasingly
merging. Because the ‘digital’ end of the creative industries, which includes
computer gaming and App Creation, are among the fastest growing these
are often the most targeted in growth strategies. However, these activities
are interdependent with a wider set of creative and cultural activities –
accessing ideas, talent and services. This is why the United Nations and
Unesco call for bespoke, place-based approaches which support an
ecosystem of different types of creative business and cultural activity,
which connect community and not-for-profit elements to commercial
businesses, and which champion the arts as a driver for inclusive economic
development:
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“The creative economy is not a single superhighway, however, but a
multitude of different local trajectories. Many of these pathways are to be
found at the subnational level – in cities and regions… Notwithstanding the
importance of national-scale policy interventions, it is clear that the next
frontier of knowledge generation rests on understanding interactions,
specificities and policies at local levels, and how the creative economy
might be practically promoted in communities, cities and regions.”
(UNESCO CREATIVE ECONOMY REPORT 2013, P15).
Similarly, the UK’s Creative industries Federation emphasises the
relationship between different cultural and creative activities:
“The remarkable growth in employment in the creative economy, and in the
GVA of the creative industries and the public arts are connected. They feed
each other in an ecology of growth in the UK’s economy which is itself
increasingly dependent on creativity as a key resource.”
(Creative industries Federation, 2017).
Glossop, as a small town close to Manchester, part of the ‘Northern
Powerhouse’, one of the major concentrations of creatiive industries in the
UK; can contribute to and benefit from this wider agglomeration. It is
important then to conceptualise a local creative ecosystem as part of a
larger city-region ecosystem that has, after a century of decline, for the last
20 years shown enormous growth and diversification.

A creative economy is based on people’s use of their
creative imagination to increase an idea’s value:
“(The) economic systems where value is based on
novel imaginative qualities rather than the traditional
resources of land, labour and capital…creativity
throughout a whole economy (Howkins 2001).
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2. Glossop – as a Creative Place – the
Strategic Context
Culture and creativity are at the heart of the economic and social
transformation of Manchester and Sheffield from a great industrial past to a
dynamic future as innovative and distinctive 21st century city regions.
As this assessment report describes, Glossop is well placed to benefit from
this, but also to contribute something distinctive and relevant to creative
firms seeking to balance access to the big city with a high quality, low cost
nurturing environment for their creative business or cultural activity.
The value of the creative industries is recognised nationally, and crucially
for Glossop, locally too, through the growth plans of High Peak Borough
Council and the Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP). In the Government’s
new Green Paper Industrial strategy, it draws an explicit link between
culture, creative industries and growth:
“Cultural institutions and regular events can act as a magnet for visitors,
promote a cluster and help attract talented people to locate there. Media
institutions like the BBC can help to anchor creative clusters, as it has done
in Salford.”
The High Peak Growth Strategy describes how the High Peak will:
“reinforce its distinctive identity sustained and planned growth in jobs,
housing, footfall, tourism and spend in the economy, making High Peak a
better ‘place’ in which to work, live, play and travel.”
The LEP Growth Plan is very much focused on job creation and sets out a
vision for how 55,000 new jobs can be created by 2023. Strong and
growing cultural and creative industries sectors in Glossop would contribute
to and complement both these strategies.
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The High Peak Growth Strategy has Creative industries, Leisure and
Tourism as key sectors for growth, alongside Housing and Infrastructure,
Business and Employment, Tourism and Retail. For Glossop, these sectors
build on the town’s currents strengths and positioning, with creative and
cultural businesses playing an increasingly visible role in the town’s
economy, contributing to vibrancy and distinctiveness – whether this be in
its festivals, independent retail, or growing workforce of creative micro firms
which live and work in Glossop while developing business in Manchester
and in some cases much further afield.
Overall, according to the High Peak Growth Strategy Creative industries
currently account for 4.8% of the High Peak Workforce; while leisure and
tourism contribute 6.4%. The High Peak Growth Strategy sees links to
Manchester and Media City as particularly vital for the growth of creative
industries, with key constraint being suitable office space with high-speed
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connectivity. In terms of tourism and leisure, the High Peak Growth
Strategy sees the opening of the Buxton Spa Hotel and the rise in cycling
and outdoor activity as key future drivers.
The Growth Strategy also places emphasis on the delivery of housing and
infrastructure by 2030, including 5200 new homes, which means a larger
local audience for cultural activity as well as potentially more people
interested in starting or locating businesses in the area.
Overall, the Growth Strategy sets ambitious job and wage growth targets
with the aim of creating 450 new jobs by 2030, halving the wage gap
between commuters and residents and an increase in the number of
business start-ups to match the regional average. Across these three
targets, creative industries have a role to play as they are demonstrably
successful in creating more highly-skilled, higher-wage jobs and in
delivering spillover effects to other sectors.

2.1 Going for Jobs – D2N2 Strategy
The Strategy for the D2N2 LEP is built around job creation and accelerating
economic growth through concentrating on the area’s locational strengths,
innovation capacity and environmental assets. Its subtitle of ‘The UK’s Most
Inspirational Postcode’ describes it well. The close alignment of the High Peak
Borough Council’s Growth Strategy and the D2N2 strategy provides the
opportunity to tap into regional initiatives and infrastructure investments to
support the growth of creative businesses in Glossop.

The European Commission sets out an overarching value proposition for
the creative industries:
-

“They are providers of high-quality local, regional, national and EU
economic, social and production-related development;
They are a provider of high value jobs and comparative advantage
in terms of the added value of design, development, production and
consumption of tangible and intangible assets;
They are a key contributor to competitiveness across all economic
and social sectors”.

(Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the
Council, the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee
of the Regions: Promoting cultural and creative sectors for growth and jobs
in the EU, COM (2012)).
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2.2 Glossop – Links to 3 LEPs
D2N2 Digital Growth Programme 2016-2019
The D2N2 Digital Growth Programme will deliver 340 free
workshops across Derbyshire and Nottinghamshire between 2017
and 2019 to support local SME's with digital marketing and
technology. Ongoing support from dedicated Digital Skills Advisers
and grant funding opportunities will also be available through the
programme.


Workshops - These workshops will cover subjects ranging
from digital and social media marketing to wider
information technology areas such as Cyber Resilience
and International Marketing.



Grant Scheme - As part of the D2N2 Digital Growth
Programme, the grant funding scheme aims to support
businesses in utilising their existing technology solutions to
their full potential, or assist in the introduction of new
systems and software to aid with the implementation of
new digital resources, with the overall aim of improving
business performance and productivity. Grants are
available between £2,000 and £16,000 or 40% of the total
project cost (excluding VAT) – whichever is lesser.



Digital Skills Advice - To further support members of the
D2N2 Digital Growth Programme are dedicated Digital
Skills Advisers. Their role is to support and advise
members of the programme to understand which
workshops are right for their business, understand the
breadth of technology that exists that will help businesses
achieve goals and assist with the grant-funding process
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As well as being part of the D2N2 area, Glossop is also adjacent to two
other LEPs, whose influence and focus is vital for it. In many ways Glossop
is far more economically aligned with Manchester and Sheffield than it is
with Derby and Nottingham, making the strategies of the Greater
Manchester LEP and Sheffield City Region vital. These areas prioitise the
creative industries with Greater Manchester having focussed recent
attention on establising MediaCItyUk as a hub of national importance for
the digital and creative industries, while Sheffield is focussed on Digital and
Hi-tech businesses.
Glossop is positioned within Manchester’s travel to work area – a technical
definition used in planning which means that at least 75% of the area's
resident workforce work in the area and at least 75% of the people who
work in the area also live in the area. It backs-up the fact that it is a popular
and viable place to live for commuters to Manchester.
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Manchester has one of the strongest creative and digital economies in the
UK and it is growing significantly. It is very much central to the future
development of the city and Glossop needs to ensure it can benefit:
-

Manchester third behind London and Slough for number of creative
business and creative jobs 1.

-

Manchester second behind London for digital jobs: 52,000 jobs 2.

-

8.1% of all Manchester businesses are creative businesses, that’s
8,220 creative businesses 1.

-

5% of all Manchester jobs are creative jobs, that’s 63,000 creative
jobs inside and outside the creative industries 1.

-

Manchester has second highest digital sector GVA growth in the
UK 2.

-

Software and digital, film and TV, advertising and design are key
creative sub sector strengths in Manchester 1.

-

The average firm size is small, around 5 employees 1.

-

30% of High Peak residents work in Greater Manchester. Whilst
there is no data on how many are working in the creative economy
the numbers are likely to be significant 3.

-

The creative sector in Manchester and the wider north creative
clusters are well networked. The Nesta report on the Geography of
Creativity in the UK finds a “Northern cluster of inter-connectivity
with Manchester, Leeds, Sheffield, Liverpool, Chester and
Warrington and Wigan” 1.

3. The strategic assessment - How can
Glossop become a gateway for creativity
in the Dark Peak?
Glossop’s strengths as a creative place derive from its location, its history,
the current mix of creative activity, its emerging independent retail and food
offer and the presence of a ‘growing creative class’ of professionals
attracted to the area by jobs in Manchester and the lifestyle benefits it
presents as a place to live and bring up a family.
“There’s definitely something bubbling…I came here because I liked the
mix of city and country available…I wanted to work somewhere without the
anonymity of a big city without losing access to it.” (Interviewee – visual
arts).
“I could work from anywhere, but being here enables me to keep things
simple, low cost but also somewhere where I feel I can contribute…a
community”. (Interviewee – design).
Glossop’s strengths as an emergent creative place include:




Sources:
1. Nesta, The Geography of Creativity in the UK 2016
2. Tech Nation, transforming UK Industries, 2016
3. High Peak Growth Strategy, 2016
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Location: Commutable (by electric train) to Manchester, yet with
the Dark Peak and national park on the door step
Recent history of culture and creativity: from artists and
academics moving to the town over last 40 years to music festivals
and events in pubs.
Medium-scale festivals and organisations: including Glossop
Music Festival, Glossopera, Glossop, Bankswood, Dark Peak Music
Trust.
‘Halo effect’ from creative and digital strengths of the region:
Manchester and Sheffield among strongest creative places in UK.
Resilience of High Street: Growth of independent shops, delis,
bakeries, established butchers wine bars, craft breweries.
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Supply of heritage buildings with potential as homes for
culture and creativity: including the Municipal Building, Market
Hall and Victoria Halls.
‘Lifestyle’ attractiveness for ‘creative class’: BBC workers,
Orchestras, Universities – the balance of city and country with
ready access south as well as north.
A ‘real place’: Not just a commuter town or ‘middle-class bubble’.

3.1 A growing creative industries base
Based on our analysis of available data on creative industries there are
three sectoral strengths in Glossop in design, advertising and marketing;
artists and creative practitioners; and music and the performing arts.
However it is difficult to isolate figures to Glossop from the High Peak
borough. Creative industries account for 6.7% of all businesses in the High
Peak, 295 businesses in total, 97% of which are micro businesses (less
than 10 employees). There is also a sub sector strength in music,
performing and visual arts.
Yet it is hard to read much into these figures as they deal with such a small
sub-section of all businesses in the area, don’t necessarily catch
freelancers and non-VAT registered businesses and are based on
categorisations which don’t always fit with the definition of a creative
business. For example, the data which shows 295 creative businesses in
the High Peak includes 135 businesses within the Computer, IT and
Software category. This can include creative businesses but also laptop
repair and laptop security businesses, which are more tangential or noncreative. They are however indicative of the potential of the sector and
support the evidence gained from local people and businesses surveyed
that there is already a strength in this sector.
For this Assessment we have selected three areas – Macclesfield, Skipton
and Hebden Bridge to undertake some basic benchmarking. However,
caution should also be given to the figures because data is only available
at a district / borough level:
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- Cheshire East and Calderdale (Hebden Bridge) have a significantly higher
percentage of creative businesses as a percentage of the overall number
of businesses with 9.2% and 8.4%, compared to High Peak’s 6.7%.
- The national average for creative businesses is 6.7% so High Peak is
matching that average – however it is higher than the average across the
North West which is 4%. In Craven (Skipton) only 4.9% of businesses are
classified as creative industries.
- Where High Peak does score more highly is in music and the performing
arts, which account for 13.6% of creative businesses. This is significantly
higher than Cheshire East (7.8%), Craven (7.9%) and even Calderdale
(12.3%).
While it has not been possible in this Assessment Report to extract
Glossop only data for creative businesses it is clear that Glossop does
have existing strengths to build on and is at least not in a worse position
than comparable towns in terms of the number of creative businesses
relative to the overall economy. This means that any initiatives or activities
will be starting from a position of some strength and lots of potential.
In addition to assessing the potential and strength of current indigenous
creative business consideration is also given to the potential for Glossop to
attract more creative businesses into the area. Data from the survey,
interviews and other work we have done in terms of encouraging creative
businesses to move to an area, suggests that Glossop could become more
of a hub for creative businesses.
“What has happened so far has been pretty organic and it’s important not
to disrupt that. But there does need to be a focus – a hub or a more
compelling offer to take it to the next level” (Interviewee: design/crafts).
For most creative businesses, the provision of affordable workspace with
super-fast broadband is important – to provide connectivity, access to
talent and a communal atmosphere. A range of other factors are also
particularly important to creative businesses: including a vibrant cultural
scene, good bars and restaurants, access to spaces to present and
perform work, and a sense that they are supported and valued in wider
place-making and economic development agendas.
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“To get me to stay in Glossop means the basic elements need to be in
place – I would love a shared workspace or place to connect with other
creatives; but I would also like to think we are cherished as an alternative
vision for the town which isn’t based on low grade service jobs, managed
decline of the retail offer, or second best options that small places always
seem to suffer from” (Interviewee – cross-art-form).
There is some evidence of Manchester creatives being priced out of the
most in-demand areas, however, Manchester overall remains low cost in
comparison to London and the south east. Glossop’s success will be based
on its ‘pull’ rather than people being pushed out. Vital will be identifying the
pull factors that count – for Manchester creatives but also for creatives from
further afield and home-grown talent which might otherwise leave the town.
In the short term at least, this probably means freelancers and creative
practitioners with families attracted by the lifestyle factors. As the ‘offer’
develops and strengthens over time then it is more likely a broader range
can be attracted.

Holden Media – A northern success story, based in Glossop
Founded by CEO Thom Hetherington, Holden Media, is one of the growing number
of creative businesses to be based in Glossop. Thom, was one of founders of the
PPA award-winning Restaurant magazine and the 50 Best Restaurants in the
World awards, and is a speaker, consultant and writer on food and drink and art
and culture in the North of England. Holden Media organises ‘world class’ Northern
events including the Northern Restaurant & Bar exhibition, the Northern Hospitality
Awards, the NRB Top 50 Powerlist, the NRB Debate, Buy Art Fair and The
Manchester Contemporary.
For Thom, being based in Glossop is a decision he believes brings real benefits for
his staff and the best of both worlds for the management team:
“We moved the company back to Glossop because actually most of our senior
management and directors lived East of Manchester or in the Peaks anyway – It
was lunacy that we were all commuting into the city every day to pay city centre
rents. Since moving back to Glossop we’ve been delighted to take on some
fantastic team members who also live in this area, and who are equally delighted to
have an exciting employment opportunity on their doorstep, with minimal
commuting…
Life balance does matter to our team, and they appreciate the fact that whilst they
have a high street for shopping right by the office they can also go for a run on the
hills during their lunchbreak. Yep, 5km, they genuinely do that. As CEO I am still in
Manchester for meetings at least two or three days a week. The train is so easy –
tom
fleming
/ creative
consultancy
every
20mins at rush
hour and
the last train /home is not until 11:30pm – so I feel
more visible and engaged in the city than I was when I was based there.”

3.2 Glossop – a growing audience for Culture in
and around the town
There is plenty of evidence which connects the existence of a strong
creative industries sector to the existence of a strong and robust cultural
sector where access to creative experiences helps build confidence,
increase cohesion and generate a new progressive identity.
“We are not talking about a town in which every resident is…an artist, but
in which creativity is nourished in all its members, in all work, whether in
the arts or not…the shared and enriched ability to appreciate the beauties
and wonders of life, to glimpse what could be as well as what is” (Peter
Marcuse).
So, for Glossop to blossom as a home for creative industries, a thriving
cultural sector is more than a bonus: it will be one of the key attraction
factors for companies relocating, have a vital role to play in the
repositioning of the town as a creative place as well as contribute to its
economic and social success.
Demand is as important as supply in developing a successful cultural
sector. So how does Glossop do and what are the strengths?
Using commonly accepted Arts Council England methodology Glossop’s
small but robust existing audience for culture can be mapped using the
Audience Agency’s audience finder data This reveals two significant and
distinctive audience demographics, ‘Trips and treats’ Commuterland
Culture Buffs’ and
Trips and Treats, accounting for over a third of Glossop residents in certain
postcode areas mainly based around the centre of town are defined as a
group
“With above average attendance at museums, galleries and particularly
heritage sites, cultural engagement of some sort is part of their lives. Given
that access to provision can be relatively low, considering where some of
this group lives, they are more active than might be expected with some
making planned efforts to attend.”
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3.3 Challenges for Glossop as a ‘Creative Place’
This audience group may not view arts and culture as a passion, but they
are reasonably culturally active with a wide range of leisure interests. Many
in this group have children. They have a strong preference for mainstream
arts and popular culture like musicals and familiar drama, mixed in with
days out to museums and heritage sites
More regular cultural consumers Commuterland Culture Buffs live on the
outskirts of Glossop. Whilst more frequent cultural attenders, than Trips
and Treats, they prefer more traditional cultural and heritage activities.
They are characterised as affluent, frequent attenders with broad tastes but
leaning towards heritage and more classical/traditional offerings. They are
often retirees or mature families that commute.
“Attending arts and cultural events form an integral part of their social and
family lives. They have amassed experiences of a wide range of artistic
offerings, have a broad cultural frame of reference and are knowledgeable
about the arts. They can afford to pay for high quality artistic events which
provide them with opportunities to spend time with their families, socialise
with friends and peers, and provide learning or self-improvement
opportunities for themselves and their children.”
Target Group Index (TGI) data for a 4.5-mile radius around Glossop
estimates there are 44,741 15+ adults within the area. 41.7% of them
attended the theatre in 2015 and 41.3% attended a rock/pop concert. This
demonstrates there is quite a strong local audience for music and theatre.
With the addition of the relatively high numbers of people working in music
and the visual arts, there is much to work with. In terms of cultural
infrastructure, the negative factors of location in terms of catchment areas
and the National Park is more than balanced by the potential to draw from
the west and Greater Manchester.
The Appendix features more audience data and maps.
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The challenges Glossop faces in becoming a welcoming home to creatives
are driven by some of the same factors that make for its strengths - chiefly
its location to the edge of a major creative city which means it struggles for
visibility and voice. Its location on the edge of a National Park, while a real
benefit and vital to the town’s future success, also means that its
catchment area is constrained by being a rural location on three sides.
From our conversations with businesses in Manchester, Glossop is not
currently high up in thoughts of a place to relocate to:
“It’s a nice place but has it got enough? There needs to be a quality of offer
so people don’t feel they are compromising too much by being there”
(Manchester design agency).
“Maybe it needs to specialise – go for the mid-career artists or the creatives
with families looking for a bit more space, comfort…but also who don’t want
to jump too far away from the action” (Manchester cultural organisation).
The town’s profile is still quite low – a place people drive through but don’t
go to; or a place deemed ‘on the up’, but not with a clear or distinctive offer.
This is somewhat different from Buxton, which has a clear brand identity
and which will be boosted by a potentially transformational intervention in
the opening of the Spa Hotel in Buxton Crescent. While a real boon for
High Peak, this might draw attention and focus away from Glossop.
Certainly, it prompts some to ask:
“What is Glossop’s equivalent (to the Buxton Crescent). Can’t we be a
place that makes things – a creative hub”? (Interviewee – artist).

The challenges for Glossop as a creative place include:
-

Location: Too near to Manchester – world-class culture within easy
reach.

-

Location: Challenge for businesses with staff who commute from
around Manchester to relocate
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-

Lack of distinctive and well managed creative workspace and
co-working space in historic buildings

-

Lack of scale of creative activity, meaning that there are any oneoff activities but not a concentration of activity

-

Lack of active and productive professional creative networks:
within Glossop or connecting to Manchester, Sheffield, Leeds,
London etc.

-

Lack of focal point: no building, hub, event, network around which
creatives can coalesce.

-

No density or clustering: Decision to locate in Glossop tends to
be a one off rather than a strategic decision.

-

Lost potential of mills: Glossop missed the trend of converting
Mills housing artists and creatives and Mills still being converted or
knocked-down.:

-

Eating out: Rise in delis and bakeries not matched by quality of
restaurants

-

Persuading Manchester and other big city creatives that
Glossop is not just a lifestyle place but a potential home

-

Lack of venues – with closures to the Town Hall, Victoria Hall and
commercial venues hampering live music and performance.

-

Lack of modern, fit-for-purpose cultural and creative
infrastructure

-

The market for art and culture is still developing in town with
audience still developing.

-

Traffic and parking – negative perception of the town caused by
jams and challenges parking near and on high street.

-

No ‘one thing’ that Glossop has profile for (beyond ‘serious’ fell
activities and ‘The League of Gentleman’). Not obvious what that
could be.

As research by NESTA shows, developing a successful cluster of creative
businesses requires more than just workspace to be available, it needs a
layered mixture of networking and connectivity:

tom fleming / creative consultancy /

“the mere existence of a creative agglomeration is not enough for the
benefits of clustering to emerge. The other crucial ingredient is connectivity
between firms within a cluster, with collaborators, business partners and
sources of innovation elsewhere … and, finally, with firms in other sectors
that can act as clients and as a source of new and unexpected ideas and
knowledge. These layers of connectivity are underpinned by a dense web
of informal interactions and networking.”

3.4 Creative businesses perceptions of
Glossop?
We distributed an online survey via social media. While the take up of the
survey was not as high as might have been hoped with 30 responses it is
useful in terms of attitudes to workspace and the area. Over half of
respondents described themselves as ‘individual creative practitioners’ and
just over 40% as ‘commercial businesses’. Over 60% described
themselves as sole traders, while three responders work for organisations
with 50 or more employees. Nearly a third have been established for a year
of less and a third for over ten years.
Because numbers are small we need to be careful reading too much into
answers, but findings include:
-

Workspace needs: Most tellingly over 70% of respondents work
from home with less than 10% having a shared desk or office. Just
over 40% would be interested in working from a shared office
space, 33% would possibly be interested and a quarter not
interested. Because so many respondents work from home data on
the amount paid for space was not relevant.

-

Relocation: In terms of relocation, moving to a town of village in
High Peak was the most popular choice with 57% of respondents,
followed by Central Manchester by a quarter. The most important
factors in moving were a strong night time economy (inclusive of
good bars and restaurants and a lively cultural offer), the presence
of a college or university, and access to finance and the presence of
a pool of employees. Dig into these figures and affordability and
access to superfast broadband are the standout factors – with well
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over 60% of those saying they are very important, followed by 46%
citing access to transport.
-

Glossop as a creative place: In terms of attitudes to Glossop as a
place for creative businesses nearly 77% strongly agree/agree that
Glossop needs to better connect culture and creativity to other
agendas, 67% that Glossop lacks creative workspace, and 58% that
Glossop is simply not seen as a place for Culture and creativity.

Some selected quotes from the survey on what would make Glossop a
better place for creativity include:
“A creative hub that is affordable for
small businesses.”
“Better cohesive and strategic publicity
and marketing of local businesses and
events.”
“Creative working space - modern, clean
design with good facilities (decent coffee
shop not Costa!)”

“We need a focal point. Somewhere to go
which says’ this is Glossop culture”.

“How can we connect with the cities? A
place for ideas can grow”

tom fleming / creative consultancy /
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4. How to develop and grow Glossop’s
creative economy
For a small town, Glossop has a real wealth of cultural and creative activity
– from festivals to public art, from fashionable bars that would be at home
in Manchester’s Northern Quarter to artisan bakeries. However it currently
lacks the profile, density of activity or clusters of creative businesses to
build a profile at a regional or national level as a creative place.
Indeed, there is nothing inevitable about creative individuals or businesses
in significant numbers being drawn to and staying in Glossop. Individuals
will come for a mix of lifestyle, family and locational factors, but without
specific intervention or change it will not reach a tipping point where it really
takes off and gains widescale recognition. To sum up the current state of
play:

“It could be a welcoming home for creatives –
but at present it lacks the front door.”

4.1 A five-year vision for Glossop
For Glossop to become a genuinely welcoming home for creatives, with the
density of activity, profile and facilities that support a sustainable and
resilient sector; then it will take an approach that combines committed
partnership, imagination, vision, investment and focus. We see this as a
‘whole town approach’ underpinned by clear catalyst or anchor projects –
notably the re-imagination of the Halls as creative hubs that combine a rich
mix of production and consumption activities that champion independent
business, quality and sustainability.
This ‘whole town’ approach is needed to change and challenge internal and
external perceptions. While activities can be phased in, evidence from
other towns and places which have successfully attracted creatives and
developed a sustainable and resilient sector is that amplifying existing
strengths and engaging as wide a cross-section of businesses and the
community is important.
Get this right and by 2022 Glossop will:

Our interviews with businesses reveal that there are a mix of psychological
and practical reasons why moving to Glossop is not an obvious choice for
many. On the practical side the issue of commuting to Glossop and the
‘hard sell’ of persuading staff that to make the move is worth it is not to be
ignored. It means that in the first place smaller businesses and freelancers
are more likley to move. The psychological factors are more complex –
Glossop is widely regarded as having traffic issues and is not currently
seen as cool or desirable by many businesses in the way that many more
central Manchester locations are. Again this points towards businesses and
individuals for whom the lifestyle factors on which Glossop scores highly
are priorities. Eating out, the countryside, an attractive town centre, things
to do are all important factors.

-

Be recognised as a welcoming home for culture and creativity – a
signature creative town for the Northern Powerhouse.

-

“It’s an emergent place…but nothing can be taken for granted. Shops and
banks are closing, old buildings are decaying, and other places are trying
really hard to attract and retain creative talent – just look at some of the
seaside towns. I worry that if there isn’t a concerted effort, all the things we
have achieved in Glossop will be like a false start” (Interviewee – festival
producer).

-

Be a hub for independent cultural organisations and creative
businesses – including co-working space in heritage settings.
Have a year-round programme of arts activity across the town,
connecting with young and the whole community, utilising existing
spaces and new fit-for-purpose infrastructure developed in historic
buildings.
Have a town centre thriving with a continual programme of cultural
activity and seasonal events, connected to a thriving independent
retail, food and drink sector.
Have a growing economy driven by an increasing number of startups, business relocating to the area, freelancers and creative
practioners establishing and growing their businesses.
Be a place where young people enjoy a rich cultural education and
multiple pathways into creative employment.

tom fleming / creative consultancy /
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-

-
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The primary driver of this vision is economic growth through encouraging
creative businesses and individuals to relocate in Glossop, driving new
business start-ups and helping existing businesses to thrive and grow.



Driving more visitors to the town through encouraging tourists
through a new offer of events, festivals, quality food and drink.

This can be delivered through:



Contribute to a healthy and sustainable high street and market
offer of independent retail, food and drink through increasing
footfall, day visits, business visits.











Encouraging the development of creative workspace, including
co-working space. The FTE equivalent job numbers that would
be created by developing workspace are dependent on the size
and scale of the workspace developed.
At a minimum, co-working would need space for 4 or 5
businesses – so between 15-20 and people. But with the
potential of historic buildings in Glossop, there is room to
expand and create much larger scale over time. The market for
co-working space is vibrant in Manchester. ‘Manchester Digital’
alone list 12 co-working spaces on its website ranging from
premium and large such as Beehive lofts (as well as desks it
offers “13 x sofas, 2x hammocks, 220” cinema screen for £250
per month for a desk”) through to Lofthouse in Stretford, a social
enterprise in Stretford Public Hall at £140 per month
(Handmade solid wood desktops, speedy wifi, dedicated
meeting rooms).
Encouraging more business start-ups and enabling freelancers
and creative practitioners to grow their businesses, by working
closely with the LEP and programmes including the Digital
Growth programme.
Develop a more comprehensive and deeper programme of
community engagement with more opportunities for creative
learning, mental and physical wellbeing, community
development and the environment.
Unlocking the potential of heritage assets to contribute to
economic growth through the creation of contemporary uses
from the Town’s unique built heritage – this includes
employment generating performance venues and managed
spaces.
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An iterative approach which tests demand for creative space while
building networks and a wrap-around offer is our recommendation for
achieving transformation.

4.2 Creative Glossop Group
Achieving culture-led regeneration by its nature requires the involvement of
many organisations and the support of the lcoal community. To see a
Vision for Creative Glossop turned into a practical coordinated plan of
action High Peak Borough Council will need to bring together partners from
the public, private voluntary and community sectors with the aim of
ensuring that future delivery of the vision is collaborative, cordinated and
owned. The purpose of the group which we have tentatively called
‘Creative Glossop’ will be to:









Develop the growth strategy and this assessment into a delivery
plan, that connects with the major developments underway or about
to launch in Glossop, including the renovation of the Town
Hall/Municipal Buildings/Market Hall and Victoria Hall.
To lead on the delivery of this plan and ensure it connects with
other work in placemaking, tourism and and regeneration through
High Peak Borough Council and the LEP.
Advocate for creative placemaking approaches across the town and
encourage people and groups more widely to appreciate the
potential of heritage and culture to contribute to economic growth.
To advocate and champion the town as a creative home for
businesses more widely.
To act as a group which can leverage in additional funding where
required to support creative and cultural activity
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The Creative Glossop Group needs to be made up of representatatives of
key public and private sector organisations including High Peak Borough
Council, local independent retailers, local creative businesses and artists,
local schools, and key third sector organisations such as The Glossopdale
Trust, Glossop Heritage Trust, local arts groups including Glossop Music
Festival, Dark Peak Music Trust, and Glossopera.

Through a creative placemaking approach it could begin the process of
changing this, leading to the development of a sustainable and thriving
creative and cultural offer which benefits the whole town. This means
strategically combining quality of life issues, economic development,
community strengthening and asset development through creative
placemaking.

The Creative Glossop Group will develop a shared vision – drawing from
this Assessment Report and a set of shared priorities. These will be
shaped by the following four themes.

What does Creative Placemaking mean for Glossop?
For Glossop, creative placemaking means strengthening community
engagement with culture through new approaches. It also encompasses
supporting and strengthening the town centre as destination, which means
enabling a thriving retail centre, with a mix of chain and independent
stores, a diverse market offer, encouraging pop-up and temporary activity
across the town, widening the night time economy so it appeals to different
groups and ages, more family-friendly activity and activities for older
people. Crucial to placemaking will be to celebrate and support volunteers,
such as the friends of Glossop Station and amplifying their activity.

4.3 Four Creative Town Themes
The four linked themes below describe the elements that need to be in
place for Glossop to become a welcoming home for creatives. Crucially
they will also help ensure that culture and creativity can play a significant
part in the economic growth of the area, driving jobs and increasing
opportunities for young people, while ensuring the region maintains its
attractiveness for new residents supporting the investment in new housing.

Theme One: Creative Placemaking –maximising
Glossop’s distinctiveness
Glossop is not yet perceived internally or externally as a ‘creative place’.
While this has benefits – it is a ‘real place’ – it does not have the scale or
density of activity to attract significant audiences, businesses or change
perceptions.

tom fleming / creative consultancy /

Lead Outcomes
 Glossop is recognised as a welcoming home for culture and
creativity – a creative town in the Northern Powerhouse.
 It is perceived as having activity year-round, including cultural
activity, events, markets, pop-up shops.
 Glossop attracts new creative talent and businesses to relocate to
the area.
 Economic impacts: Increase in businesses relocating to the area,
increase in turnover for shops and markets, Increase in turnover for
events and festivals.
 Social impacts: Improvements to the physical environment of the
town and more opportunities for young people, families and older
people to engage with culture.
Actions needed to deliver these outcomes
- A Creative Glossop Group established to formulate a set of priority
actions to support creative activity across the town
- The Group will work with local retailers, the market and businesses
to better coordinate and animate a calendar of seasonal markets
and events.
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-

Coordinated approach to marketing and communications for events
and festivals
Develop a digital strategy for the town which can be used for
marketing events, promoting the town as a creative home for
businesses, attracting visitors and more.

Lead Outcomes
-

-

Theme Two: Nurturing creative industries – attracting
businesses, creating jobs and boosting start-ups

-

Glossop’s future economic success requires it to grow its business base.

-

The Creative industries are one of the fastest growing sectors in the
economy and one that is especially important to Manchester and the
Northern Powerhouse. As a sector, it is recognised as key within the High
Peak Growth Strategy.
Glossop currently has a small creative Industry base from which to grow,
so it is not starting from zero. However, for growth to really accelerate it
needs to attract businesses and freelancers from outside the area,
something our research shows is possible if the right pieces are in place.
Currently Glossop lacks many of the elements that creative businesses
look for in relocating and which can make a real difference to business
growth and success – such as clustering, networks, mentoring and
business support.
What attracting and nurturing creative industries means for Glossop?
For Glossop to successfully attract, retain and grow creative industries will
require it to have in place the physical, social and economic conditions that
allow businesses and individuals to flourish. These must include
developing networks that connect with those in Manchester and Sheffield
and elsewhere; and working with the LEP to ensure that skills and
development programmes are rolled out to Glossop and are easily
accessible. Equally important are regional and national initiatives such as
Tech Nation develop connections into their networks, support, publicity and
championing

-

Glossop becomes recognised as a great place to be based as a
creative business, with affordable workspace and co-working
space, access to networks, support and more.
Glossop attracts businesses from across the Greater Manchester
area and further afield.
Glossop increases the number of business start-ups, freelance
practitioners and self-employed people.
Glossop increases the number of graduates who stay in the area.
Glossop is recognised as the base for Creative industries in the
High Peak
Economic outcomes: Increase in businesses relocating to the area,
increase in start-ups and people establishing as freelancers.
Social Outcomes: More pathways to employment for young people,
increase in apprenticeship places and pathways to employment.

Actions needed to deliver these outcomes
 Develop co-working space, through partners in appropriate
buildings and through the Creative Glossop Group, take a
coordinated approach to marketing through networks
 Together with D2N2 and the Digital Business Advisor for Glossop,
develop a plan for encouraging start-ups and accelerating growth
for local creative businesses.
 Work with local schools and businesses to promote creative
entrepreneurship through young enterprise, apprenticeships, work
experience, competitions, cultural activity.
 Develop a network of creative businesses in Glossop which
connects to networks in Manchester and Sheffield and elsewhere
including Tech Nation.

It also means better connecting with Universities in Manchester engaged in
creative Industry research and encourage recent graduates to look at
Glossop as a location and potentially as a home.

tom fleming / creative consultancy /
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Theme Three: Animation and buzz – Bringing Glossop
to life throughout the year




Glossop already has a strong set of festivals including Glossop Music
Festival, Bankswood and Glossopera - which provide creativity activity at
times throughout the year as well as regular events including the Film Club
and performances by the Partington Players. However, it lacks year-round,
visible, creative activity which galvanises the community, provides reasons
to visit and stay in town and changes perceptions and allows for creative
ideas to be tested and piloted.
What animation and buzz mean for Glossop?
For Glossop to really grow as a home for creative and cultural activity it
needs to challenge existing perceptions, internally and externally. To do
this it needs to make more of existing activity by connecting-up and
extending the festival programme. It needs to connect its strengths more,
for example linking food and cultural activity, so that visitors can enjoy both.
There needs to be a stronger cultural and creative presence throughout the
town, through initiatives including pop-up activity on the high street which
can test demand and grow support in areas including visual arts. The
success of music and cultural events in pubs and other alternative venues,
including churches, indoors and outdoors will help grow demand and the
market for the arts. There also needs to be more effective partnership with
Glossopdale Community College – to open up pathways to cultural
activities and make more of the facilities, expertise and talent provided
through this institution.



Glossop is recognised as a place which develops young people’s
creativity and provides pathways into creative careers.
Economic impacts: Increase in businesses relocating to the area,
increase in turnover for shops and markets, Increase in turnover for
events and festivals.
Social impacts: Improvements to the physical environment of the
town

Actions needed to deliver these outcomes
- The Creative Glossop group will support and encourage greater
cultural provision in schools and communities, working with key
partners including Glossopdale Community College, The Mighty
Creatives (creative education ‘Bridge organisation’), and Dark Peak
Music Trust to develop more pathways and routes to participation in
arts and culture and potentially creative employment.
- Work with partners including the town’s existing festivals and
Derbyshire Library Service to develop new programmes of activity
in creative learning, wellbeing, community development and the
physical environment of Glossop.
- Coordinate and share data relating to audiences and events to grow
the overall market for culture in the town.
- Work with arts partners from outside Glossop, to develop new
relationships and encourage even more visiting productions and
collaborations.
- Develop shared approaches to marketing, communication and data
sharing on audiences.

Above all animation and buzz will mean continuing the high quality artistic
activity that the town already has, but broadening it to bring in new
audiences and new visitors to the town and increasing the perception and
feel of the town as a creative place.
Lead Outcomes
 Glossop is widely recognised as a vibrant and dynamic town, with
lots to see and do for people of all ages.
 Glossop attracts creative businesses and individuals drawn to the
town by its reputation as a creative place

tom fleming / creative consultancy /
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Theme 4: Buildings and Spaces - Making the most of
Glossop’s Heritage assets
“Old ideas can sometimes use new buildings. New ideas must use old
buildings.”
(Jane Jacobs, the Death and Life of Great American Cities).
Despite having a legacy of fine historic buildings, including former mills
from its industrial heyday, Glossop has not developed innovative or
imaginative creative spaces in the way other places have. Research by the
Heritage Lottery Fund shows that areas of cities with the highest density of
listed buildings have a higher concentration of businesses linked to the
knowledge and creative economy. What’s more this same research
demonstrates that listed buildings generate a ‘heritage premium’ of
£13,000 per year in terms of the extra ‘gross value added’ (GVA) per
business. Studies also show that Heritage buildings can bring a dynamism
and buzz that cuts through the corporate and bland, with independent
retail, cafes and niche cultural activities especially flourishing in
historic settings.

important given its prominent position in the town. There are plenty of good
practice examples where markets and their heritage settings have become
hubs for creative activity – including creative workspace, performance
space, and community arts.
They include ‘fine grain’ approaches such as Aveiro and Loule in Portugal,
where independent retail and restaurants, creative studios and festival
activities are coordinated as a shared offer. The Black Swan Arts Centre in
Frome is a further example of a mixed-use scheme in a heritage setting
with a curated blend of cultural activity, creative workspace and production,
and locally sourced produce of provenance.

There is considerable potential in the town, including through the Municipal
buildings, Market Hall and Victoria Hall to develop its historic assets in
ways which facilitate contemporary use and add to the distinctiveness of
the town’s offer. These should be the catalysts and anchors for the above
themes – giving focus, energy and something tangible to a wider embrace
with the town’s creative potential.
Glossop currently lacks co-working spaces that could house a significant
number of creative enterprises or freelancers. There are smaller offices
available, but nothing with the draw of a ‘hub’ or creative centre.
Glossop also lacks a fit–for-purpose performance venue. While there are
benefits to using churches, year-round use is difficult, acoustics and
sightlines challenging. Fit-for-purpose permanent venues could develop
continual programmes of events and activity suited to different audiences.

Aveiro Market – a blend of retail, restaurants and cultural space

Glossop’s Indoor Market, while still trading successfully is not the draw it
could be in comparison to markets such as Altrincham, which is especially

tom fleming / creative consultancy /
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Loule Market (above and below) – combining produce with cultural
programming and creative workspace

tom fleming / creative consultancy /

Black Swan Arts Centre Frome (above and below) – heritage building with
workspace, exhibition space and retail
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What buildings and spaces means for Glossop?
Glossop’s Heritage assets are underutilised from the perspective of the
economic and social renewal of the town. They could provide the spaces
which would play a significant part in the attraction of new businesses and
help in growing existing businesses. More than this developing the Town’s
heritage assets would provide a vital link to its past, creating new narratives
which would attract visitors and improve the town’s appearance.
Lead Outcomes
- Heritage buildings including the Municipal Buildings, Market Hall
and Victoria Hall are given new leases of life as fit-for-purpose
historic buildings with contemporary uses that have a
transformational impact for the cultural life of the town and its
creative economy
- The town develops a series of pop-up and temporary uses for
underused buildings including vacant premises on the high street –
as a way of testing ideas, generating energy and appetite, and
drawing footfall to the major heritage assets.
Actions needed to deliver these outcomes
 Galvanise partners to maximise the potential of securing investment
in Glossop’s build Heritage projects, including the Town Hall,
Municipal Buildings and Victoria Hall.
 Develop an ‘open approach’ to Heritage which encourages
businesses and local people to come forward with economic and
social uses for historic buildings and assets.
 Coordinate and encourage collaboration between partners involved
in the regeneration of historic buildings to share information and
develop joined-up approaches to community engagement and
involvement.
 Undertake feasibility and visioning exercise based on international
best practice – e.g. for the imaginative re-use of markets as
contemporary spaces for culture, creativity and wellbeing.

Miniature Hub in a Heritage Setting: Sydenham

Pop Up Hub: Margate

tom fleming / creative consultancy /
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Appendices
1. Glossop audiences
Trips and treats

Commuterland
Culture Buffs
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2. Creative industries: Glossop within a wider northern region
The opportunity for Glossop also needs to be understood within the context of the wider northern region where the concentration of creative jobs is among the
highest in the UK. In 2014, one in six jobs held by graduates in the UK was in the creative industries which makes the region’s universities vital in boosting the
sector. It also shows that areas wishing to increase skill levels and productivity should look to creative industries.

tom fleming / creative consultancy /
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3. Glossop (High Peak) compared with other towns (districts)

Population

Economic
activity

High Peak incl. Glossop

Cheshire East incl.
Macclesfield

Craven incl. Skipton

Calderdale incl. Hebden
Bridge

91,500
• 43.5% NVQ4 and
above
• 7.6% no quals.

375,400
• 38.4% NVQ4 and
above
• 8.4% no quals.

55,800
• 43.6% NVQ4 and
above
• 3% no quals.

208,400
• 34.6% NVQ4 and
above
• 7.1% no quals.

•
•

78.4% economically
active
41.5%
managerial/professional

•
•

79.5% economically
active
52.9%
managerial/professional

•
•

82.6% economically
active
53.7%
managerial/professional

•
•

79.7% economically
active
46.4%
managerial/professional
jobs

Jobs

36,000 jobs
• 900 arts, entertainment
recreation
• 400 Information and
comms

209,000 jobs
• 4,500 arts,
entertainment
recreation
• 8,000 information and
comms

36,000 jobs
• 600 arts, entertainment
recreation
• 350 information and
comms

97,000 jobs
• 2,000 arts,
entertainment
recreation
• 1,500 information and
comms

Businesses

4,405 (inc. local units)
• 85.2% micro (0-9)
• 0.2% over 250

21,465 (inc. local units)

3,905 (inc. local units)
• 85.5% micro (0-9)
• 0.1% over 250

9,115 (incl. local units)
• 83.4% Micro (0-9)
• 0.3% over 250

Arts and
culture

•

6 GFTA awards 2015 £68,705
53% arts participation
Glossop audience
(SK13 8)
• 25% Trip and treat
• 18% Up your street
• 17% Dormitory
Dependables
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•

12 GFTA awards 2015
- £184,184
53% arts participation
(Macclesfield)
Macclesfield audience
• 26% Trips and Treats
• 22% Up our street

•

3 GFTA awards 2015 £52,660
47.5% arts participation

•

25 GFTA awards 2015
- £436,161
44.1% arts participation
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4. How the creative industries Compare – Benchmarking Glossop
Creative industries account for 6.7% of all businesses in the High Peak, 295 businesses in total, 97% of which are micro businesses (less than 10
employees). There are strengths in IT, as in all other areas in the UK. There is also a sub sector strength in music, performing and visual arts.

Cheshire East
(Macclesfield)
Number
% of
Number
% of
Creative
creative
Creative
creative
industries industries industries industries
businesses sector
businesses sector

Craven (Skipton)
Number
% of
Creative
creative
industries industries
businesses sector

Calderdale (Hebden
Bridge)
Number
% of
Creative
creative
industries industries
businesses sector

35
15
5

11.9%
5.1%
1.7%

250
105
5

12.6%
5.3%
0.3%

10
30
0

5.3%
15.8%
0.0%

55
45
5

7.1%
5.8%
0.6%

20

6.8%

160

8.1%

20

10.5%

65

8.4%

25

8.5%

150

7.6%

15

7.9%

45

5.8%

135
10

45.8%
3.4%

1,060
65

53.5%
3.3%

80
15

42.1%
7.9%

400
35

51.9%
4.5%

10

3.4%

30

1.5%

5

2.6%

25

3.2%

40

13.6%

155

7.8%

15

7.9%

95

12.3%

295
4,405

100.0%

1,980
21,465

100.0%

190
3,905

100.0%

770
9,115

100.0%

High Peak (Glossop)

Advertising and
marketing
Architecture
Crafts
Design: product,
graphic and fashion
Film, TV, video, radio
and photography
IT, software and
computer services
Publishing
Museums, galleries and
libraries
Music, performing and
visual arts
Total Creative
businesses
Total businesses
Creative industries as
% of total

6.7%
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9.2%

4.9%

8.4%
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5. TGI Data for Glossop and 4.5 Mile radius
Target Group Index (TGI) data for a 4.5 mile radius around Glossop estimates there are 44,741 15+ adults within the area. 41.7% of them attended the
theatre in 2015 and 41.3% attended a rock/pop concert. This demonstrates there is quite a strong local audience for music and theatre.

Target

Target %

Base

Base %

Penetration

Index

Adults 15+ estimate 2015
Attended: art gallery once a month or
343
more

0.77

635,146

1.18

0.054

65

Attended: theatre once a month or
more

936

2.09

1,332,432

2.48

0.070

84

Attended: contemporary dance

3,145

7.03

4,435,382

8.26

0.071

85

Attended: opera

3,729

8.33

4,982,814

9.28

0.075

90

Attended: jazz concerts

3,905

8.73

5,133,748

9.56

0.076

91

Attended: ballet

4,060

9.08

5,591,928

10.41

0.073

87

Attended: classical concerts

6,032

13.48

7,771,641

14.47

0.078

93

Attended: art galleries

12,166

27.19

15,094,854

28.10

0.081

97

Attended: plays

15,110

33.77

17,744,815

33.03

0.085

102

Attended: popular/rock concert

18,420

41.17

20,922,517

38.95

0.088

106

Attended: theatre

18,656

41.70

22,392,214

41.68

0.083

100

Adults 15+ estimate 2015

44,741

100.00

53,720,276

100.00

0.083

100
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